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LSLA Meeting Cancelled
LSLA Co-Chair Takenaga, who we are told was not
planning on attending the event, has resigned. LSLA
Chair Rachel Hawkridge is quite unwell and has
been hospitalized. Pre-registration was weak. This
newspaper's attention has been drawn to other issues
militating against the success of the event; these
may be covered in the future.
Some State Chairs will be assembling Friday,
August 19 in Columbus, Ohio, the day before the
LNC meeting.

LP Oregon Sets State Convention
The 2011 Libertarian Party of Oregon annual convention is being held on March 12th at the Phoenix
Inn Suites in Lake Oswego. Business may include
electing officers, electing Judicial Committee
members, and amending its constitution and bylaws.
The full details, including a schedule of events, are
still being worked out.
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New Hampshire Liberty Forum Cancelled
The February 2011 New Hampshire Liberty
Forum was cancelled by its organizers. Our New
Hampshire sources suggest that registrations had
been lagging.

LP California Sets State Convention
The Libertarian Party of California State Convention has been set for April 8-10. The convention
will be held in Nevada. The venue is Harvey’s
and Harrah’s Resorts and Casinos, 18 Highway
50, Stateline, NV 84489.

Libertarian State Parties
Raise Federal Money
The end of year FEC filings show how much
Federal money various Libertarian State Parties
around the country have raised. Only the states
and one county that file with the FEC are shown.
Only Federal money is reported; some states also
have separate non-Federal accounts. For example,
Massachusetts files its state reports with the State
government, and raises more money for NonFederal purposes not shown here than for Federal
purposes as shown here. (Between 2007 and 2010
Massachusetts more than doubled its income.)
Illinois $64371.85
Indiana $47907.39
Florida $12177.51
Texas $5696.00
Nevada $5411.32
Massachusetts $3497.04
Clark County (Nevada) $1341.00
South Carolina $481.54
Arizona $50
If your state party wants to indulge in Federal
Election Activity, such as registering voters within
a few months of a Federal election, even if you do

not have candidates in the election, you may want to
look carefully at whether you need to start filing
with the FEC.

Assange News Even Better
Than Previously Reported
Last month, we were able to report that Wikileaks
leader Julian Assange had spoken highly of Libertarians. The report was based, we gathered, on a
leak of a to-be-published press interview. The full
interview is now available at Forbes
blogs.forbes.com/andygreenberg/2010/11/29/aninterview-with-wikileaks-julian-assange, and what
Assange is actually there quoted as saying is even
better than what we had been told, namely he writes:
"It's not correct to put me in any one philosophical or economic camp, because I've learned from
many. But one is American libertarianism, market
libertarianism. So as far as markets are concerned
I'm a libertarian, but I have enough expertise in
politics and history to understand that a free market ends up as monopoly unless you force them to
be free."

Massachusetts Circulates Newsletter
The Libertarian Association of Massachusetts has
begun circulating PDFs of its monthly newsletter
Mass Liberty to Libertarian State Chairs across
America. The newsletter is regularly mailed in paper and electronic form to LAMA members and outof-state supporter-donors. The circulation, which is
not expected to happen every month, is intended to
bring state party officers together across America.
LAMA also occasionally circulates its newsletter to
National Party members who reside in Massachusetts but who are not state Association members.
The Libertarian Association of Massachusetts is one
of the few Libertarian groups in this country that
successfully publishes a full-color newsletter, having
both paper and electronic editions, that is actually
mailed monthly. However, for excellence in appearance and great frequency of publication, we would
be remiss not to note the superb Libertarian Party of
Georgia electronic newsletter.
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A Redesigned Nolan Chart — matching
contemporary American political reality.

Rhode Island Party
Starts Issuing Press Releases
Having returned from near-death, the LPRI has
started advocating for Libertarian positions:
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 18, 2011
Contact: Christian Chirino
E-mail: qubert18@live.com
The Libertarian Party of Rhode Island supports sensible marijuana reform.
Senators Joshua Miller (D – Cranston) and Rep. John
G. Edwards (D – Portsmouth, Tiverton) plan on
introducing legislation that would replace the current
criminal penalty for possession of up to an ounce of
marijuana with a simple civil fine.
"This would end the current practice of wasting OUR
R.I. tax dollars on arrest and prosecution for a modest amount of marijuana." says Tony Jones, LPRI
Treasurer.
LPRI believes that in our current economic situation
this legislation would save the state millions in law
Liberty for America is published by George Phillies,
48 Hancock Hill Drive, Worcester MA 01609 (508 754
1859). To Subscribe, go to LibertyForAmerica.com and
click on the 'subscribe' button. Back issues of Liberty
for America magazine are available on the web at http://
LibertyForAmerica.com/LFAMagazine.htm.
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enforcement costs as well as generate revenue with
the collection of fines.
To find out more about the Libertarian Party of
Rhode Island visit http://www.lpri.us

LNC Receives Proposed Budget
IN:
Dues
573,500
Donations
209,000
Recurring Gifts 408,000
Board Solicitation 200,000
Publications
24,000
Total
1,414,500
OUT:
Cost of Raising Money
Fundraising
150,000
Membership Fundraising 234,500
Total
384,500
Net

1,030,000
Sample—This is your only issue of
Liberty for America
For more issues, subscribe!
Subscriptions are free at no charge.
To subscribe, go to LibertyForAmerica.com
And click on the Subscribe button

Join Liberty for America — $15.
Donate electronically at LibertyForAmerica.com
Checks, payable Liberty for America, to George
Phillies, 48 Hancock Hill Drive Worcester 01609.
Membership lets you call yourself a member.
Liberty for America will be performing political acts,
and other activities that the Federal government calls
"Federal Election Activity" and hence FEC-reportable.
We must therefore funnel dues to our PAC, "Liberty for
America". Dues will not be used to support candidates.
Required Federal Notices:
Your Donations are not tax deductible. Federal law requires us to request the occupation and employer of donors of $200 or more in a year. Paid for by Liberty for
America. Your donations may be used in relation to a
Federal Election.
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OUT
SPENDING
Administrative Costs 369,500
Compensation
522,000
Affiliate Support
9,000
Brand Development
52,000
Campus Outreach
9,300
Litigation
12,000
Media
2,000
Member Communication 44,000
Outreach/PR/Marketing 9,000
Surplus: $200
Remember, 2012 is a Presidential Election year, and
there will be some need for money for ballot access.
Historically, the year before a Presidential election
has often been used to sock cash away for the election year, but not this time.
The budget is balanced by assuming that the National Committee members themselves will raise an
extra $100,000 (this year, that number was $10,000)
and that recurring contributions will grow from
$352,000 to $408,000. Membership was assumed to
remain stable at 2010 levels of 15,000, and then add
1500 new members. Unfortunately, those are not
your 2010 membership levels, but perhaps member+donor is meant. (Actual 2010 membership levels
averaged below 14,500).

LNC Seemingly Violates Bylaws, Lets
ExComm Appoint New Treasurer
When James Oaksun resigned as LNC Treasurer, the
post of Treasurer became vacant, leading to technical
issues with FEC regulations. The National Party Bylaws clearly and specifically state:
The National Committee shall appoint new officers if vacancies occur, such officers to complete
the term of the office vacated.
In your Editor's opinion, that Bylaw is completely
unambiguous, and says the LNC, not people to
whom the LNC claims it can delegate authority, may
appoint a Treasurer.
Historically, when Deryl Martin resigned as LNC
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Treasurer, it is my recollection that LNC Chair
Neale appointed an acting Treasurer to perform the
activities mandated by Federal Law, until a Treasurer could be appointed by the LNC. (There is an
exact title in the FEC regulations for the assistant
treasurer, FEC regulations indicating that a reporting
committee may specify an assistant treasurer who
may perform the duties of the treasurer if the Treasurer's post becomes vacant.)
Instead, the LNC allowed its Executive Committee
to appoint Bill Redpath as Treasurer, even though
there was initially support on the LNC for a different
candidate. Support for another candidate? As forwarded to us, LNC California Regional Representative Daniel Wiener urged the election of runner-up
in votes Aaron Starr:
Dear Colleagues,
Since this matter seems to be coming to a head
quickly, I'm going to throw in my two cents
worth and suggest that we select Aaron Starr as
Treasurer.
There are a lot of obvious advantages to doing so.
Aaron is a CPA and the immediate past Treasurer, and is intimately familiar with our accounting system and procedures, having created much
of the existing infrastructure. He is an expert at
spreadsheets and at financial analysis, and probably deserves a significant amount of credit for the
Libertarian Party's greatly improved balance sheet
over the past several years. He'll be able to provide the transparency and detailed information
which the recent motions for amending the Policy
Manual to enhance budget reports indicate that
we all want.
If ever the cliche hit the ground running was appropriate, then selecting Aaron Starr as Treasurer
would be that case.
The only potential argument I know of against
choosing Aaron is that he lost the election to
James Oaksun. I think James ran a good campaign and made a good case for himself in that
race, and clearly more people preferred him than
Aaron. But I don't think that's the same as oppos-

Liberty for America

Welcome to
Liberty for America!
A magazine. A web site. An organization.
Liberty for America has had several inquiries on
launching Liberty for America Chapters across
America. A draft set of state/regional By-Laws
appears on the LibertyforAmerica.Com web site.
ing Aaron *per se*, or believing that he would not
also do a good job as Treasurer. Yes, there are a
few individuals who seem to have a vendetta
against Aaron; we've all just received a couple of
emails which contained some vicious personal
attacks. I deeply resent that kind of character assassination, and believe it has no place in the Libertarian Party. I am certainly not going to let it
deter me from supporting Aaron if I'm convinced
he's the most qualified person for the job.
Let me mention that I appreciate Bill Redpath's
willingness to step up, but I think his efforts are
far more valuable as the point man for ballot access, where he has unique expertise. There's also
a certain amount of tension between a ballot access advocate and the Treasurer. The Treasurer
sometimes finds himself in the 'Scrooge' position
of advising caution on expenditures, and that's a
good trait to have even if the rest of the LNC ultimately over-rules him. Aaron can definitely be a
Scrooge when it's necessary. And Aaron will produce the spreadsheets to lay out the facts so we
can all make a well-informed decision.
One final comment: I've known Aaron since he
was a teenager, and in fact I can take credit
(blame?) for getting him involved in the Libertarian Party when I ran for Assembly back in 1980.
He's made his share of mistakes over the years,
but one very valuable trait I've observed in him is
that he learns from those mistakes and works
damn hard to correct them. I like to joke that
Aaron used to be an arrogant, snot-nosed young
kid, but now he's a lot older. Joking aside, he is
also continuing to mature. And I think he'll turn
out to be a very good choice if we pick him to fill
this extremely critical vacancy.
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A contrary opinion on this choice was reportedly
expressed by LNC Chair Mark Hinkle:
Dan,
Sorry, but politically this would be a very very
bad move on the part of the LNC.
Overturning the will of the convention will destroy a lot of the credibility that we've restored
since the St. Louis convention.
My assessment of what happened in St. Louis
was that James Oaksun's election was as much a
rejection of Aaron as it was an affirmation of
James.
We don't need to get embroiled in another messy
situation and that's exactly what selecting Aaron
would do.
We're building a consensus and re-establishing
good working relations with our members and
affiliates, let's not undo that good will by inviting
controversy.
Bill's an easy, quick, and sure choice.
Let's appoint Bill and move on
....................Mark Hinkle, LNC Chair
Readers may recall LNC parlementoonians claiming
that any action that violates Bylaws or Roberts
would taint everything later done by the organization. The same claims appear to be missing in action
here. Readers in Oregon may find it interesting to
compare the rationales offered by LNC Member Dan
Karlan with respect to Oregon with positions on this
issue.

Knedler Appointed to LNC ExComm
LNC Regional Representative Kevin Knedler of
Ohio has been appointed to the LNC Executive
Committee. The vote was 11-0. Voting in favor
were LNC members Craig, Flood, Karlan, Lark,
Mattson, Redpath, Root, Rutherford, Ruwart, Wiener, and Wolf.
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Can He Actually Stop with One?
or

Will Your Preacher Be Next
on the Presidential Death List?
(First published on LibertyForAll.net)
Last year the Obama Administration took a step
without historical precedent. It ordered the assassination of an American citizen.
The citizen is Anwar al-Awlaki, described by the
New York Times as “an eloquent Muslim cleric.”
Anwar al-Awlaki, born in 1971 in New Mexico, is a
native-born citizen, not a foreigner. There appears to
be agreement that he has not planted explosives, nor
has he launched military attacks. He has preached,
and preached inspiringly.
The ancient history of the Abrahamic religions —
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam — is filled with
prophets and preachers, men and women who spoke
truth to power, men and women who warned Kings
and Presidents and those who lived in proud towers
that they had turned their back on virtue and justice.
Some were heard. Some were ignored.
Powerful secular rulers fear truth. When prophets
and preachers spoke the truth, they faced the wrath
of great kings. Jezebel slaughtered prophets by the
tens and hundreds. Nebuchadnezzar strove to execute
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, to no avail. Martin Luther King invoked Shadrach, Meshach and
Abednego in his letter from the Birmingham jail,
writing of the deeds leading to his incarceration “one
has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust laws.”
His letter showed an equal duty, the duty to preach
against unjust acts. And that is the crime of which
Anwar al-Awlaki is accused: preaching.
Of course, it is not given to men to know for certain
which preachers speak the truth, and which are in
error. The “Letter from the Birmingham Jail” was a
response to another letter, “A Call for Unity,” from
eight Birmingham preachers, Bishops, a Pastor, and
a Rabbi, giving advice that was quite opposite to
Martin Luther King’s.
Because we cannot know with utter certainty what is
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truth, we reject the example of Jezebel. We reject
the example of the Englishmen who burned Joan of
Arc and put to death all manner of ministers. In
America, we have until now rejected religious persecution in favor of freedom of religion and freedom
of speech.
Barack Obama has changed all that. Barack Obama
has ordered the assassination of a man of faith, for
the crime for preaching. You may say ‘but that man
is an Islamite. Why should I fear what Obama does
to a worshipper of a false god?’
Do you truly believe that men and women of your
faith never preach truth to power? Are your sermons
all spoken by cowards, men so lacking in righteousness that they make sacrifice to Nebo and Nergal lest
they offend the King of Babylon?
Anwar al-Awlaki may be the first, though thus far
like Shadrach he has walked through the furnace and
taken no harm. Do you truly believe he will be the
last?
Or will you wait until your preacher gives some
President mortal offense, so that the President’s men
come and take him away? Must it be your preacher
added to the Presidential death list before you see the
error of these ways?
Barack Obama has shown himself by his execution
order to be the second Nebuchadnezzar, the imperial
potentate who has rejected our secular faith, our
Constitution. America should reject Obama’s false
ways. It should reject the false prophets of his
National Security Council, the men who bow before
Obama chanting that an American President is The
Lord of Life and Death.
We should through our Constitution and laws and
legal political processes reject Obama and his false
prophets of death, for if we do not there will soon
enough come among us a messenger, and the
messenger’s words for our Republic will be
“mene mene tekel upharsin”
… you have been measured and found wanting
and the number of your days is no more.
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LP Texas Calls for
Flood's Removal from LNC
The Libertarian Party of Texas has called for the
removal of Regional Representative Stewart Flood
from the LNC. If Flood were to cease to be a
member of the LNC, his position would be filled by
a vote of State Chairs in his part of his region. The
letter as forwarded to this newspaper reads
"Fellow Chairs of Region 1,
Yesterday our state committee met and discussed
issues concerning Region 1 of the LP national
committee. Over the past few months since the
LNC meeting in New Orleans I have been asked
to personally weigh in on these matters. I wanted
to have our state committee involved in these decisions. The Texas LP made 2 decisions yesterday:
1. We want Stewart Flood removed as a representative for Region 1.
2. We ask for Lee Wrights to be considered as a
replacement for the vacant representative position.
Additionally, John Jay Myers has expressed
interest in serving in one of the vacant at large
positions on the LNC. I realize that the LNC, not
the region, votes on that matter but our state
committee wants to express its support for John
Jay in that position. I have declined filling one of
the At Large positions simply because of my
workload. I very much enjoyed serving on the
LNC in the past and appreciated being considered
for one of the vacant positions.
Yours in Liberty,
Pat Dixon
Chair, Libertarian Party of Texas"
Meanwhile, we are advised that LNC Alternate Guy
McLendon has urged the LNC that Stewart Flood be
promoted to an At-Large seat. Coverage of the LNC
plans to fill the At-Large representative vacancies
appears later in this issue.
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Region Four Alternate Wills
Resigns, Starts New Party
Libertarian National Committee Alternative
Regional Representative Don Wills of Wyoming has
resigned from the National Committee and our
National Party. He and other Wyoming former
Libertarians are forming a new national political
party, with a final name to be determined, using the
provisional working name "Country Party". In a
message sent to the entire LNC, and forwarded to
this newspaper, Wills writes
Hello LP leaders,
A new chairman of the Wyoming LP was elected
in convention today, I have resigned from the
Wyoming Libertarian Party, and I am hereby
resigning as Region 4 Alternate Rep to the LNC
and from the LP.
I have come to the conclusion that I am wasting
my time promoting the Libertarian Party. My reasoning in coming to this conclusion is as follows:
The non-initiation of force principle, the most
fundamental principle of the LP, is the problem.
Until leadership and membership can agree on the
true meaning of that principle, or until the principle is altered or discarded, the LP will continue to
languish. The reason that the principle is the
problem can be reduced to this question: Is all
taxation theft? If so, then the existence of any
government whatsoever is contrary to the fundamental principle of the LP, and the Constitution is
an immoral document which violates that principle.
I do not believe that all taxation is theft. I believe
in the Constitution. It’s not a perfect document by
any means, and it most surely has been ignored
for many decades. But I believe it is our best hope
for restoring liberty in our land.
My belief system is very similar to Ron Paul’s.
And like Ron Paul, I have decided that the LP,
while useful as an educational tool, is not a viable
electoral vehicle to try to move our country back
to the principles written in our Constitution.
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The Country Party already has a web page up and
running at CountryParty.Org. The Country Party is
generally conservative. It rejects the Republicans for
a list of reasons beginning
"The GOP-controlled Senate and House both
passed The Patriot Act without even reading the
bill. The GOP continues its unwavering, strong
support for The Federal Reserve, a secretive cabal
of central bankers beholden only to Wall Street."
The Country Party similarly rejects the Libertarian
Party
"The LP strongly promotes open borders, legalization of all drugs and abolition of taxation as key
issues in their platforms."
while the Constitution Party
"is generally viewed by voters as a bunch of
intolerant religious zealots who wish to impose
their moral values on others by law and send
doctors and women who participate in abortions
to jail, without exception."
The Wyoming State Country party is planning a
convention for late March or early April.

LNC Member Norm Olsen
Praises LNC Staff, Criticizes Budget
We have had forwarded the following from the
LNC-discuss list:
Many many thanks . . .to the staff, and especially
to Dr. Lark and Mr. Redpath, for getting a budget
proposal together within the requested time frame.
We as the national committee have a fiduciary
responsibility to our membership to see that monies donated are used wisely and for the purposes
donated. Our future success at raising funds in
the future depends more on this than any other
aspect of our organization. Having a budget in
place is an important part of that responsibility. I
realize that my motion bent the standard procedure substantially, but I am convinced that having
a budget is important enough to justify such de-
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viations. Notwithstanding the following remarks,
I greatly appreciate that we now have a document
which we can use as a base to start with in developing a plan for 2011.
That being said, I am disappointed that the proposed
budget of the Libertarian National Committee, a
non-profit organization, proposes to spend 10 times
as much money on Administration and Fundraising
than it plans to spend on a very liberal interpretation
of Program Expenses. That works out to 90% on
Fundraising and Administration and 10% for
Program Expenses. While an improvement from last
year’s budget for which I’m thankful; I believe this
leaves us well short of where our membership thinks
we should be. I suggest that our membership report
numbers express that vividly.
I know of no successful non-profit organization
which has this poor a ratio. I suggest that a reasonable goal for a 2011 budget would be not less than
20% for Program Expenses. I hope you will join me
in an effort to achieve that result. Like most every
organization in our nation, we’ll need to sharpen our
pencils and cut expenses, improve efficiency, and
increase revenues. Given a budget of $1.4 million,
we need to be able to do more for “Affiliate
Support” than $175 per affiliate per year. We need
to do more for “Candidate, Campaign, & Initiatives”
than what works out to $20 per affiliate per year.
I’m sharpening my pencil. I’m preparing to make
some tough choices. I’ll be communicating my
ideas to you in the next few weeks. I hope y’all will
be doing likewise.
Norm Olsen, Region 4 Representative
Libertarian National Committee

The Secret LNC e-Mail List
Readers who feel that the LNC should be open and
aboveboard in its conduct of affairs, as opposed to
having a ruling cabal plot in secret behind closed
doors, may want to ask their LNC representatives to
explain:
• the secret LNC email discussion list privateLNC@yahoogroups.com,
• whether the representatives think that it is appropriate to formulate LNC business while excluding some LNC members from the discussion,
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•

whether they knew that the use of "LNC" in the
name by an LNC officer has legal implications,

And, most important,
• whether your representative has access to the
secret LNC list private-LNC@yahoogroups.com.

LNC In Action
Wes Benedict has been reappointed as the National
Party's Executive Director. Bill Redpath has been
appointed to the LNC's Convention Oversight
Committee
The National Committee is carrying out a plan to
contact affiliates in different states, see if they are
active, and find out what they are doing. The
number of active affiliates has drifted up during the
past year, and is now in the upper 40s.
National Party membership has had less encouraging
trends. In October 2008, membership was up to
16099. At the end of 2009, that number was down to
14076. There have since been month-to-month
fluctuations, but the January 2011 count of members
was 13872. On the bright side, at the end of the year
the LNC's cash on hand was almost up to $258,000,
which is a recent record.
The LNC is debating whom they should appoint as
At-Large LNC members. There are nominally two
vacancies since David Nolan died and Bill Redpath
was supposedly appointed as Treasurer. Known
candidates include:
Judge Jim Gray
John Jay Myers
Rebecca Sink-Burris

LNC Appoints Wolf
to Audit Committee
The Libertarian National Committee has appointed
Andy Wolf to their Audit Committee. Voting in
favor were LNC Members Craig, Goldstein, Karlan,
Knedler, Kirkland, Lark, Lieberman, Olsen, Root,
Ruwart, Wiener, and Visek. There were no votes
against.
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Support Liberty
For America!
Mail form to Liberty for America c/o George Phillies, 48 Hancock Hill Drive,
Worcester MA 01609 or email to phillies@4liberty.net

Join!

Sign me up as a member of Liberty for America.
Liberty for America dues are $15.
Name___________________________________________

Volunteer!

Because Volunteerism is the backbone of political action

I Want to Volunteer to Help the
Libertarian Political Movement

Address_________________________________________ I am prepared to (circle all that apply) :
City, State, ZIP___________________________________ Help organize state
Phone__________________________________________

or regional groups

Email___________________________________________ Make public statements;
internet, newspapers, talk
radio

Subscribe!

Subscriptions to Liberty for America, the Journal of the
Libertarian Political Movement, are free. Send your email
address to phillies@4liberty.net and prepare to be sent
monthly PDFs containing our newsletter.

Become a political
activist volunteer

Help organize affinity groups
Provide art/graphics support
Provide web support or advice
Help with fundraising
Provide writing/editing support

Run for office
I have special skills or suggestions, namely:

Donate!
Your generous donation will be used to advance the
Libertarian political movement.
Donate on the Internet
You can donate to our PAC "Liberty for America" at
http://LibertyForAmerica.com/
Donations are not tax deductible and may be used to
advocate for the election of particular candidates to
public office.
Donors specify that they are American citizens, not a
corporation or a labor movement, that they are not
Federal contractors, and that they are donating their
own money.

To Send Money:
Liberty for America
c/o George Phillies
48 Hancock Hill Drive
Worcester MA 01609
Payment may be made by check payable "Liberty for
America".

Our Web Pages

Liberty for America http://www.LibertyForAmerica.com
complete with Liberty for America back issues, policy
statements, press releases, and draft state by-laws.

Liberty for America
Liberty for America is
not currently a political party.
But you can join — $15 per year.
http://LibertyForAmerica.com
Liberty for America has a Federal PAC —we actually support
real Libertarians when they run for Federal office.
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